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South Delta Water Agency ("SOW A") I am submitting following

comments to the draft On behalf I participated 11
the and implementation of the current waiver I am on steering

the San Delta Water Quality Coalition, also a board member of
County Conservation is parent for that

coalition, I have not to the same in the recent efforts which led to
or alternative set forth the Staff Report.

that said, there are a significant concerns/issues the
above referenced document. and is the of ground water to program.
Of course the to maintain and water quality in our
groundwater basins is not at issue. wants to have good water quality both surface

is especially true given most users on groundwater
the method water concerns is certainly

important.
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indicated water an
depth contained water wasnumbers are

spentof new
results of those studies

budget
iS

our coalition to fan apart as
by the

these data are

As applied to proposed it
to basin, is viiiually impossible. How could
tests to fully understand an area neighboringof25,OOO one if

radically or even if it currently was
scope testing program would far current

Board's and preferences, the end
a program as in Staff Report would cause

"voluntary contributions" not be

Further, the proposed program appears to
problem. It seems to assume

can fully
better and

farmer cannot simply decided to apply less
to produce a certain yield and

less Staff seems to assume
water to a crop to point
seepage into Such
may hypothetically to apply
the uses all of that water, in practice
amount water includes an amount

buildup

any
chemicals

a much too naive approach in addressingsimple in
water quality concerns.

application rates be pursued, a

stil profitable. The amount

has limits; less applied results in
can adjust the amount

water to tail water or
ignore physics of crop growth. Althoug.h it
an amount water a certain way such that

can never In many most areas, the
to flush the root zone of constituents suchrn soil to of

the

out is
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high events is

as
connected to

state proposed
a plan to

faimers
shallow

such a course
Delta in to

of the Regional Board.

described

be
Someone

but must now
comport

it does not result

certain
waters of the state is
our area wil to

I assume
each

Board stafI that
pose no threat to

it is extremely unlikely
is

concen1s.

streams to
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of
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cover
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of

Delta
CUTIent

we would to comments on


